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A standard, and really demand, in our industry today is to showcase differentiation. Differentiation 
comes down to knowledge and insight, and more specifically the methodology used to attain that 
knowledge and insight. The diversification of methodology is just as important as diversification of 
sectors. Spectrum Financial’s best idea for 2019, and 2018, is not a specific stock pick or market sector 
but a model. Spectrum has been managing assets since 1988 through separately managed account 
strategies and 40 act mutual funds. We are a technical firm, that generally applies a top-down technical 
approach to understand and gain insight into the markets. It is easiest to first think of us as researchers 
and analysts and then as money managers. Within our equity and fixed income research there are 
countless models that we use, and our best idea for both 2018 and 2019 is just one of many: the Macro 
Equity Environment Model. This model identifies 3 different types of equity environments: Bull 
Environment, Bear Environment and a Transition Environment. Instead of relying on media-like 
definitions of bull and bear markets, this model has four components for detecting environment 
changes.  

1. There are various ways in the industry to label 
bull or bear markets. The Spectrum Funds 
investment team takes various methods and 
applies them to multiple indices and market 
sectors to obtain a net message of the current 
environment. This is done daily and is only step 
one in determining the overall environment. 
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2. Outside confirmation of environment from High Yield Bonds. High Yield bonds are something 
that Spectrum has invested in for 28+ years. The signal has a lengthy track record and has been 
used in Spectrum High Yield Bond 
SMA Strategy since 1990 
(request performance 1). High 
yield bonds tend to precede 
equity market movements 
due to their sensitivity and 
historically being an 
institutional playground.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Determining the quality of current trends and their consistency is a key message for validating 
a market environment. The Directional Movement Index (DMI) is applied to the equity markets 
to evaluate the consistency of either higher highs or lower lows.  
 

4. Measuring bellwether leadership gives additional data to signal the onset of a new major bull 
market or a full-scale bear market because it looks at one of the most valuable technical tools in 
the stock market: the number of stocks hitting new year lows, or downside leadership.  
 

 
 

Determining the overall macro environment allows Spectrum’s management team to adapt exposure 
ranges, investment holdings and trading techniques to fit the current environment. As Spectrum heads 
into 2019, this model and the net message it generates will continue to guide the investment team in 
making portfolio decisions for its clients. Below is the Macro Environment Model as of 11/30/2018. 
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Disclosures 

Spectrum Financial, Inc. (“Spectrum Financial”) is a registered investment advisor located in Virginia Beach, Virginia. Spectrum Financial and its 
representatives are in compliance with the current filing requirements imposed upon SEC registered investment advisors by those states in 
which Spectrum Financial maintains clients. 

S&P TR 500 Index is a capitalization weighted index of 500 stocks representing all major domestic industry groups. The S&P 500 TR assumes the 
reinvestment of dividends and capital gains. It is not possible to directly invest in any index.  
 
The NYSE Composite Index (NYA) measures the performance of all stocks listed on the New York Stock Exchange. It includes more than 1,900 
stocks, of which over 1,500 are U.S. companies. Its breadth therefore makes it a much better indicator of market performance than narrow 
indexes that have far fewer components. The weights of the index constituents are calculated on the basis of their free-float market 
capitalization. The index itself is calculated on the basis of price return and total return, which includes dividends.  

This content is provided as general information only and should not be taken as investment advice. All content shall not be construed as a 
recommendation to buy or sell any security or financial instrument, or to participate in any particular trading or investment strategy.  Ideas 
expressed in this article are solely the opinion of Spectrum Financial, others mentioned in any content do not have an affiliation with nor do 
they endorse the opinions of Spectrum.  Any action that you take as a result of information or analysis from this content is ultimately the 
responsibility of the reader.  Consult an investment adviser before making any investment decisions.  This content contains the current opinions 
of Spectrum Financial and is subject to change without notice.  This content is for informational purposes only and should not be considered as 
investment advice or a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment product.  The charts and comments are only the 
author’s view of market activity and are not recommendations to buy or sell any security. Market sectors, related ETFs or indices are selected 
based on the author’s opinion as to their importance in providing the viewer a comprehensive summary of market conditions for the featured 
period.  Chart annotations are not predictive of any future market action rather they only demonstrate the author’s opinion as to a wide range 
of possibilities going forward. All material presented herein is believed to be reliable but we cannot attest to its accuracy.  Spectrum Financial 
makes no representation as to, or accepts any responsibility or liability for, the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein 
or any decision made or action taken by your or any third party in reliance upon the data.  Some results are derived using historical estimations 
from available data.  Opinions expressed in these reports may change without prior notice.  This content is based on information available to 
the public.  No representation is made that it is accurate of complete.  The investments discussed on this site may be unsuitable for investors 
depending on their specific investment objectives and financial position. 


